The COVID-19 pandemic is part of the techno-prison world known as the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The lockdowns and the quarantine laws are designed to intimidate people into obeying. Let’s break the rules, riot in the streets and attack the Technocratic State that will use 5G to build this matrix. Fascism as a political project has always looked like this:

'State of Emergency' laws suspending any granted 'rights'
Control of the media and censorship
Personal relationships recorded and controlled
Protests banned
Local and international movement restricted
Snitching encouraged
Police control of everyday life
Necessities dictated and controlled
Behaviour modification on mass scale
Sudden, arbitrary and ambiguous legislation to wear down population
Using the fear of endangering others to control individuals (collective punishment)
Party members immune from rule of law
Technological innovation

Our enslavement relies on our compliance.
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